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Welcome 
to the autumn issue of 
Growing Matters!

At a time when farming faces many challenges, we can all do with 
a few success stories to remind us of the professionalism of British 
farmers and agronomists and the vital role they play in the production 
of safe, plentiful and affordable food. In this edition we have selected 
a range of articles that profile Agrii customers and the strategies they 
are pursuing to adapt and stay successful. We thank them for their 
contributions and hope others may benefit from the experiences and 
stories they have shared.

If you have any feedback on Growing Matters, suggestions for future 
content or would like more information, please do get in touch via the 
contact options shown on page 30 or email mark.thomas@agrii.co.uk

Mark Thomas 
Editor
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STRETCHING PERFORMANCE

Intelligence-based improvement 
Yattendon Estates’ arable business between Reading and Newbury has been transformed 
over the past 15 years in a determined drive for improvement informed by the most 
relevant agronomic research and local performance benchmarking.

   TAKE HOME MESSAGE 

+ “Working closely with Agrii, 
Alastair attributes this impressive 
turnaround to several fundamental 
changes – most importantly, moving 
away from direct drilling; shifting 
to tracks for all soil working; a 
relentless focus on establishment; 
and, early adoption of the best 
varieties and agronomy.”

“Direct comparisons with the most similar 
members also allow Alastair and his 
agronomist, Craig Livingstone to examine 
recent performance in even more detail to 
identify particular strengths to build on and 
possible weaknesses to address in their 
forward planning.”

Despite the limitations of its ground, the 
Estate currently sits within the top quarter 
in the MAP league table in overall arable 
margin performance. While this and the 
fact that it has climbed up the table steadily 
in recent years is encouraging, the data 
continue to highlight a number of clear 
areas for improvement.  

   TAKE HOME MESSAGE 

+ “It’s all about not standing still,” concluded Alastair. “The seasons will always give 
us ups and downs. But I want – and my board needs – to see we’re improving our 
place in the table while delivering growing contributions to the Estate. Especially so 
as we’re intent on continuing to expand the business. There’s absolutely no point in 
taking on more ground if we’re not making the very most of what we’ve already got.”

T he 2100 ha of mainly Grade 3 ground 
presents more than its fair share of 
management challenges. However, 

farms director, Alastair Jeffrey and his team 
of four have been averaging just under 10 
t/ha from their milling wheat, up to 5 t/ha 
from oilseed rape and comfortably over 8.5 
t/ha from winter barley in recent years. 

All of which is a far cry from the early 
2000s when the Estate’s feed wheat’s were 
struggling to reach 8 t/ha and oilseed rape 
had been abandoned as unviable.

Underpinning his progress has been 
research intelligence from the AgriiFocus 
Technology Centre trials programme 
near Marlborough and commercial 
feedback from the company’s 
Maximising Arable Performance (MAP) 
group of 70+ southern county growers.

“We’ve switched from all feed to mainly 
milling wheat progressively over the 
years to make the most from our yield-
limited ground,” said Alastair. “We 
started with Hereward, then moved to 
Gallant and Solstice as the AgriiFocus 
results gave us confidence in the 
emerging varieties. Following the latest 
work, we’re now growing mainly Crusoe 
with some Skyfall.

“Our confidence has been reinforced 
by the latest MAP results showing 
Crusoe was by far the top margin 
earner of all wheat varieties across our 
group last season.

“In the same way, the barley trials led us 
to replace the bulk of our Cassata with 
Volume, which also stands out as the top 
2014 earner in our MAP group. With the 
rape too we’ve been guided first by the 
trials and then by the MAP results to  
move to 50% HOLL rape this season  
and 100% next.”

Alastair Jeffrey particularly values the 
opportunity MAP provides him to compare 
Yattendon performance overall and by crop 
with other growers in the area too.

Using information directly from Gatekeeper, 
the benchmarking system enables 
individual components of crop technical 
and financial performance to be compared 
with the average of the group and top 25% 
performers. It also allows comparisons to be 
made by soil type, farm size and individual 
(but unnamed) businesses with which the 
Estate is most similar.

“As well as setting out average crop and 
variety performance by yield, inputs and 
gross margin at standard crop values for 
the year across the group, the confidential 
annual report all our members receive 
gives them the opportunity to compare 
their individual crop and whole enterprise 
performance with their peers,” explained 
Agrii west business development manager, 
Rob Baker who has worked with Alastair 
since 2005.

Alastair Jeffrey

Rob Baker (right) Alastair Jeffrey and 
Craig Livingstone (left) Craig Livingstone
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STRETCHING PERFORMANCE

Micro-nutrition 
Insight
The latest understanding of key crop 
micro-nutrients, their importance, 
interactions and management is 
discussed in the fifth in Agrii’s series 
of Agri-intelligence Insight Reports. 
Complimentary copies of the well-
illustrated 20 page report can be 
requested through www.agrii.co.uk

“No-one should see micro-
nutrients as silver bullets or 
quick and easy solutions for 

performance problems,” he insisted. “But 
alongside improved N,P,K and S nutrition, 
soil management and rotations, they can 
be an important part of the solution for 
many; especially so at higher levels of crop 
performance, on particular soils and in 
seasons of high environmental stress.

“After all, nutrition is the key building block 
of yield, unlike crop protection which only 
safeguards it. And we know that relatively 
small and inexpensive adjustments in 
fertiliser levels or timing can make all the 
difference to performance.”

Jim Carswell has no doubt that effective 
micro-nutrition can be invaluable in 
making the most of yield-driving nitrogen 
applications. But he is no advocate of any 
‘kitchen sink’ approach to foliar feeding. 
Instead, he believes their use must be 
firmly based on understanding their role 
and interactions in the soil and plants.

“Foliar feeds aren’t expensive to buy or 
apply,” he agreed. “But, these days no-one 
can afford any waste. I’ve always believed 

you can only reliably manage what you 
can measure. So I see it as vital to base 
applications on soil and tissue analyses.

“Provided they’re accurately interpreted, 
routine broad spectrum soil analyses give 
you good information about your basic 
resource. Equally, tissue analyses ahead 
of your main spring and early summer 
sprays provide a snapshot of the nutrient 
status within the crop that allow you to 
correct imbalances through the growing 
period which may never become apparent 
in visual symptoms.”

In Jim Carswell’s experience foliar 
applications can be especially useful if 
soils are very dry or nutrient availability 
from the soil is compromised by pH or 
mineral antagonisms. 

He points out that, while independent 
laboratory results typically show less than 
15% of wheat samples with nitrogen levels 
below guideline levels, for micro-nutrients 
like zinc and copper this rises to well over 
50%. What’s more, over half of oilseed rape 
samples show below guideline levels of 
magnesium, molybdenum and boron. 

It’s all in 
the balance
Agrii northern R&D manager, Jim Carswell 
is adamant that better crop nutrition in 
general and micro-nutrition in particular 
offer some of the best opportunities 
available for cost-effective cereal and 
oilseed rape performance improvement.

Valuing wheat micro-nutrition 
AgriiFocus Technology Centre trials over the past three years are clearly showing the potential of micro-nutrition 
for the most cost-effective winter wheat production, even in the absence of obvious deficiencies in tissue analysis.
Dr Syed Shah explains more.

In the high disease, low yielding season 
of 2012, highly significant feed wheat 
yield improvements of more than  

1 t/ha over controls were recorded from the 
best micronutrient programme. Despite a 
robust fungicide regime employed across 
all trial treatments, this was associated 
with marked improvements in green leaf 
retention, with the micronutrient treated 
plots staying green fully 16 days longer 
than the controls.

More detailed work under the much 
lower disease pressure of 2013 showed 
no significant response to separate foliar 
applications of zinc, copper or boron 
between T0 and T3. However, a programme 
involving all three trace elements applied 
at exactly the same levels but in sequence 
boosted average feed wheat yields by more 

than 0.4 t/ha. Again this was clearly linked 

to much better green leaf retention during 

grain fill.

With disease levels again high, statistically 

significant yield increases were seen from 

zinc, copper and boron applications as well 

as a programme of all three micronutrients 

in 2014. Significant increases in ears/m2 and 

grain weight/ear lifted the average yield 

across all the micronutrient treatments by 

0.44t to 11.68 t/ha.

“To get the very most from wheat that 

each season allows we need to build and 

maintain sufficient tillers, ensure the best 

possible grain set and preserve the most 

efficient crop canopy to support grain fill,” 

Agrii trials manager, Dr Shah explained.

“Our experience suggests carefully 
balanced micro-nutrition – with basal 
applications of manganese, magnesium 
and phosphite in addition to extra zinc, 
copper and boron – has a role to play in all 
these objectives. 

“Averaged over all our trials, zinc performed 
consistently better than either copper or 
boron in boosting grain yield. It also had 
a positive effect on grain protein content, 
which suggests it may have a particular 
value for milling wheat.

“In promoting naturally healthier plants 
too, better micro-nutrition clearly looks to 
be providing valuable support to fungicide 
treatment for the most effective crop 
protection. This is something we are actively 
exploring in our continuing work  
at AgriiFocus.” 
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SHARING BEST PRACTICE

Bearing down on black-grass
Two eastern wheat growers have been applying the latest integrated research-led 
agronomy over the past three seasons to tackle serious black-grass problems with 
considerable success. 

Supported by the findings of long-term, rotation-
wide trials at Agrii’s Stow Longa black-grass 
technology centre, both have introduced 

ploughing and spring cropping into their rotations 
alongside delayed winter wheat drilling, competitive 
varieties, higher-than-normal seed rates and 
robust pre-planting and pre-emergence herbicide 
programmes.

While it’s early days yet, these robust combinations of 
rotational, cultural and chemical control have knocked 
black-grass populations back convincingly to boost 
performance in an altogether more sustainable way.

Ploughing ahead
At Mill View Farm, Hargrave near Huntingdon, Nick 
How’s £2000 investment in a second-hand five furrow 
plough in 2012 has proved a real life-saver; even 
though it took him five days to plough a 100 acre field 
previously set-up with a Discordon in no more than one. 

“We always got good results from min-till across our 
wheat/wheat/rape rotation and it continues to be the 
mainstay of our regime,” he explained. “But suddenly 
in 2011 we had black-grass everywhere in our early-
September drilled wheat. We threw everything at it but 
without success, harvesting just 7 t/ha. 

“After this we had to act. It was really heartening to see 
from Agrii’s Stow Longa trials site just down the road 
how effective rotational ploughing could be as a ‘get 
out of jail’ card. However, I had to summon up all my 

best-remembered practice to be sure of doing a good 
enough job.”

As the ground had been min-tilled for so long, 
ploughing buried the worst of the weed seed burden 
from the previous season well out of the germination 
zone. Even so, he and his Agrii agronomist Chris Letts 
followed it up with several cycles of stale seedbed 
glyphosate ahead of significantly delayed drilling 
– half in early November and the remainder the 
following spring.

“We got in two rounds of good pre-planting control 
before the November-drilled second wheat, followed by 
a strong pre-em mix,” reported Chris. “No black-grass 
came up in the crop and we brought in an encouraging 
9 t/ha – 2t ahead of the previous first wheat.

“An extra glyphosate hit ahead of drilling spring oats 
for nearby horse specialists, Dodson & Horrell in early 
March and the smothering abilities of a crop that flew 
away was equally effective in black-grass control 
and delivered 7.4 t/ha for a good second wheat level 
margin.”

The pressure was kept up last season with winter rape 
established in a single minimum surface disturbance 
pass and a robust herbicide regime. Two rounds of 
stale seedbed glyphosate were then employed ahead 
of first wheat with drilling deliberately delayed until 
early October. KWS Santiago was used – for the 
competitiveness the variety has shown in Stow Longa 
trials – at a higher than normal seed rate, supported 
with a good pre-em.

Concerted action
Serious black-grass concerns across land 
brought back in hand in recent years have 
prompted major changes across Revesby 
Estate’s 1220 ha arable business on the 
southern edge of the Lincolnshire Wolds.

Farm manager, Peter Cartwright and Agrii 
agronomist Richard Butler reckon bad 
black-grass has been costing them a good 
2 t/ha in wheat output, not to mention £50-
£100/ha in extra seed and chemical costs.  

Their determined effort to counter this 
profitability drain has meant changing 

from a min-till based wheat/wheat/rape 
regime to an extended rotation involving 
a sizeable area of spring wheat; rotational 
ploughing; delayed winter wheat drilling 
with competitive varieties at increased seed 
rates; and robust pre-planting and pre-
emergence herbicide treatment. 

“We now automatically plough wheat land 
with bad black-grass in the autumn and put 
it down to a spring crop,” said Peter.  
“To the sugar beet we’ve traditionally 
grown and both vining peas and potatoes, 
we added 135 ha of Mulika spring wheat 
last season. Averaging 7.5 t/ha with a 
valuable quality bonus, this delivered 
much better margins than any black-grass 
infested second wheat.”

“After the one ploughing we revert to 
minimum tillage to keep the worst of 
black-grass buried for the five years or so 
our Stow Longa trials are showing to be 
necessary,” Richard Butler added. “We also 
apply maximum pressure to any weed 
seed remaining in the germination zone 
with robust rotational and cultural as well 
as chemical controls.

“Rather than escalating inputs as the 
problem grows, we’re bearing down on 
black-grass with everything we’ve got from 
the start, aiming to progressively ease up 
on our inputs as we get on top of it.”

Depending on black-grass levels, soil 
condition and harvest timing, the spring 
wheat at Revesby is either followed by 
a spring break or followed by winter 
rape before going back into wheat - 
with a robust sequence of black-grass 
herbicides at every stage. Wheat is  
no longer drilled until October,  
with competitive varieties sown at 
increased rates.

“Ploughing followed by a good 
competitive crop of spring wheat has 
really helped in our battle with black-
grass,” Peter Cartwright reported. “But 
Agrii research and our own experience 
convinces us we need to keep-up the best 
combination of integrated controls.  

The Good Stale 
Seedbed Guide
A handy pocket guide to stale seedbed 
management has been produced by Agrii 
and Lemken from the latest black-grass 
understanding developed in Stow Longa 
research.

Designed to help growers make the 
very most of their black-grass control 
opportunities ahead of crop establishment, 
the 30-page Guide identifies the key 
management priorities for stale seedbed 
preparation and glyphosate spraying.

Foremost amongst these are:

+ Conserving soil moisture with rapid 
tillage behind the combine.

+ Shallow cultivation to encourage early 
weed seed germination.

+ Effective rolling to maximise weed  
seed-to-soil contact.

+ Removing successive flushes of black-
grass as they emerge.

+ Employing the right nozzles,  
water volumes and speeds in 
glyphosate spraying.

+ Delaying drilling until sufficient black-
grass destruction has been secured.

+ Putting in a spring crop if late-autumn 
sowing conditions deteriorate too much.

Copies of this and the companion Good 
Ploughing Guide are available  
free of charge from www.agrii.co.uk

+ “At 10.32 t/ha across the 500 ha of 
first and second winter wheats 
grown last season, our farm yield 
was a good tonne above its historic 
average. This is very much a work-
in-progress, though. Real proof of 
the pudding for us will be a 10 t/
ha-plus farm average over at least 
three years.”

   TAKE-HOME POINT 

+ “Having seen what we can do 
with a well-integrated black-grass 
control recipe, we’ll be keeping it 
up to make sure the weed doesn’t 
leap up and bite us again,” 
stressed Nick. “We ploughed 
another 150 acres last autumn and 
a further 50 acres this time around.  
We’ve also upped our spring oat 
area to 90 acres this season, and 
we’re no longer drilling any winter 
wheat before October.”

   TAKE-HOME POINT 
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SHARING BEST PRACTICE

Cover cropping for 
soil improvement

  Black oat and vetch

SOLVING AGRONOMIC PROBLEMS

  Phacelia

  Oil radish

  White mustard

+ Instead of the product sell and 
limited research rigour that so 
often characterises traditional 
industry events, Mark Thomas 
stresses that Agrii open days 
and meetings deliver quality 
information and practical 
insights that can be relied upon 
to make a real difference to farm 
performance.

   TAKE-HOME POINT 

Value-driven knowledge-exchange
Today’s pressing arable, fruit and vegetable production challenges mean the industry’s whole focus needs 
to be on better, more relevant technical knowledge-exchange. What’s more, this simply has to be based on 
the most robust research with the greatest local value.

This is the imperative driving a 
greater concentration on muddy 
boots exchanges of the latest 

agronomic intelligence and ideas across 
Agrii’s UK-wide network of local iFarms 
and regional Technology Centres from 
this season.

“Current financial and climatic pressures 
– not to mention increasing workloads, 
growing weed and disease resistance and 
a declining agrochemical armoury – mean 
everyone has to make the most of every 
opportunity for improving performance 
these days,” insisted Agrii head of 
marketing, Mark Thomas.

“By concentrating on the most valuable 
and best proven performance 
improvement areas and techniques, 
everything possible also needs to be done 
to minimise agronomic risk.

“Time is more precious than ever for 
most growers and information overload 
a serious danger for many. Recognising 
this, our events stand out for focussing on 
the most relevant issues, giving access to 
fully-replicated national and independent 
R&D and providing dynamic local forums 
for sharing best practice on thoroughly 
joined-up agronomy.”

“The companies that make up Agrii have 
been hosting technical events for over 
30 years. So we have a lot of experience. 
While the principles remain the same, 
today’s content is vastly more extensive, 
covering all the components of profitable 
agronomy and crop marketing.”

“Yes, there is a place for hospitality events, 
but with the current challenges, the focus 
needs to be on delivering technical value”.

iFarm events revolve around 
demonstrations that translate scientific 
understanding into practical advice, 
engaging specialist speakers offering 

the latest views and expertise, and active 
discussions with local growers and 
agronomists facing similar challenges.

“Across our network we’re responding 
to the much greater appetite for 
knowledge and practical improvement 
we see in today’s especially challenging 
environment,” explained Agrii head of 
agronomy, Colin Lloyd.

“Our research sites and demonstration 
farms up and down the country have 
always attracted large numbers of growers; 
more than 5000 to our main sites alone last 
season. The number of people keen to learn 
from our regional variety, nutrition, crop 
protection and other trials is increasing 
noticeably in line with the escalating scale 
of the challenges they face.

“The real opportunity for improvement  
today lies in a thoroughly integrated 
approach to agronomy spanning the whole 
rotation and combining cultural, genetic 
and nutritional as much as agrochemical 
technologies,” Colin Lloyd pointed out, 
“More than anything else, that’s what we 
focus on in our trials and what’s on show at 
our events.” 

2015/16 Knowledge sharing opportunities from  
Agrii R&D includes:

Black-grass management and cover cropping Stow Longa

Integrated cereal and OSR agronomy Throws Farm, AgriiFocus, Brotherton

15t wheat Brackley

Septoria management South Wales, Leominster

HOLL rape Leadenham

Anaerobic digestion Brotherton

OSR starter fertilisation Danthorpe

Tailored cereal nutrition Culbokie, Turriff
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SOLVING AGRONOMIC PROBLEMSSOLVING AGRONOMIC PROBLEMS

Figure – Biostimulant Effects on Wheat Yield and Septoria Infection
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Biostimulants aid Septoria management  
in the south west

Even 10 weeks of short term cover ahead of winter wheat sowing proved valuable in 
drying out the heavy clay and improving its crumb structure at Agrii’s Stow Longa black-
grass technology centre last season. But questions remain over black-grass control.

“T here’s been more than a small 
amount of hype over cover 
crops,” reflected trials manager, 

Steve Corbett. “But I’ve always been wary 
over answers to maiden’s prayers. All the 
more so when an extra half a tonne of 
milling wheat per hectare may be needed 
to cover seed costs alone.”

“If weed control is a key priority, I have 
to say black-grass isn’t a bad short term 
cover,” he pointed out “Especially not if you 
stimulate and spray-off successive flushes 
with Roundup. While they may compete 
well with the initial flush of black-grass, 
cover crops don’t give you the chance to 
further deplete the weed seed bank in this 
way. And they certainly don’t match up to 
some of the more extravagant glyphosate 
treatment-equivalence claims.”

By early November, clear but quite different 
impacts on soil structure and drainage 
were recorded with four different cover 
crops sown into quite compacted ground 
in mid-August with a single pass Lemken 
Karat system.

“With its strong tap root, oil radish made 
a good attempt to break through the 
compacted layer,” Steve Corbett reported. 
“Decent lateral rooting also improved 
crumb structure.

“Much better crumb improvement 
and compaction busting came from a 

combination of black oats and vetches.  
In fact, this was nearly as good as a  
decent cultivation.

“In contrast, although they worked well 
for soil structure and drying in the top 
few centimetres, both the phacelia and 
white mustard covers made no impact on 
compaction below 10-15cm. They are clearly 
water pumps more than anything else.

“Mid-October black-grass levels were 
highest in oil radish,” he added. “The 
black oats and vetch also appeared to 
compete less well with black-grass than 
the phacelia and white mustard, but its 
more open structure allowed very good 
weed control with the glyphosate cover 
destruction; something that can easily be 
compromised in taller, thicker crops.”

Drilling a competitive winter wheat 
variety directly through the green canopy 
following spraying-off with glyphosate in 
late October has proved very successful 
in this respect, with the Claydon drill 
performing especially well. 

“Even here, quite a bit of soil movement 
at drilling with standard tines has meant 
more black-grass emergence in the 
seedbed than we would have liked,” 
noted Steve Corbett. “A decent residual 
pre-em plus Roundup has dealt with this 
effectively. But we’re looking to use narrow 
tines in future to reduce the challenge.

Key cover questions
Among the key questions being addressed by the Stow Longa work following 
variable experience with cover cropping on this challenging site to date are:

+ What cover crops will do most good on typical heavy wheat ground? 

+ Where might they be best employed in the rotation? 

+ How can they be managed to greatest effect where black-grass is a problem?

+ Can they reliably justify their cost?

To address them the Agrii team is teasing apart the key components of cover cropping 
success in the same way it has always done with crop varieties in the company’s co-
ordinated growing systems (COGs) work.

Latest Agrii research suggests some biostimulants may have a 
valuable role to play alongside fungicides in increasing wheat 
yields by helping the fight against Septoria.

Undertaken as part of a major Septoria management improvement 
programme at the Devon iFarm near Holcombe Rogus, the fully 
replicated trials investigated several different biostimulants – 
products that act upon and enhance metabolic or physiological 
processes within plants and soils. These were applied to high 
output feed wheat, Leeds as part of two three-spray fungicide 
regimes – a standard programme and a more robust one designed 
for enhanced Septoria control.

“The huge threat that Septoria poses across our region was crystal 
clear in an average yield of just 4.59 t/ha from our untreated control 
plots which had 100% of the flag leaf infected by July 3,” pointed 
out Agrii agronomist, Mike Horsburgh who oversaw the trial. “This 
compared with outputs of 8.52 t/ha (44.3% infection) and 9.08 t/ha 
(14.5% infection) respectively from standard and robust fungicide 
regimes – both without a T0.”

Without fungicides, no reduction in Septoria was seen from 
applying the biostimulants at all three timings. However, yields 
were improved by between 0.3 and 0.6 t/ha, suggesting a possible 
effect on general plant health and the ability to tolerate disease.

The biostimulant giving the best overall results produced a 
noticeable reduction in Septoria infection (to 12.5%) when applied 
with the standard fungicide regime. Adding this particular product 
to the robust fungicide regime, however, proved especially valuable 
in both disease control and crop performance. Applications with 
the T1, T2 and T3 fungicides reduced early July Septoria on the flag 
leaf to an average 4.3% and increased yields to 10.26 t/ha (Figure).

“Our results suggest there may be 
something in biostimulants, despite 
the general air of ‘muck and mystery’ 
that has surrounded them,” commented 
Mike Horsburgh. “After all, we’ve long 
appreciated that healthier plants are 
better able to withstand and tolerate 
disease than those under nutritional or 
environmental stress.
“This would be valuable in driving yields against a background of 
changing fungicide sensitivity and increasing losses of chemistry, 
not to mention greater climatic extremes and grain market 
pressures.”

Having said that Mr Horsburgh is keen not to read too much into the 
results until confirmed by expanded research currently underway 
and validated over more than one season,

“It’s become very clear that all biostimulants are not the same,” he 
stressed. “While the best one showed real promise, the others were 
generally less encouraging. Our work also suggests they are likely 
to be most valuable with the best fungicide regimes rather than as 
a prop to less effective combinations of chemistry. Equally, rather 
like our work with crop micro-nutrition, they indicate that even the 
most effective products need to be used as part of a continuing 
programme rather than at any single timing.” 

Cover cropping 
Insight
Understanding what cover crops 
offer and how to get the most  out of 
them. Complimentary copies of the 
well illustrated 20 page report can be 
requested through www.agrii.co.uk

“The same attention to black-grass 
management is vital as part of securing 
the best spring crop establishment, 
either through minimal soil disturbance, 
employing a stale seedbed between 
cover destruction and drilling or both. 

“So far, we’ve been very encouraged by 
the improvements in soil structure that 
appear to be possible in a very short time,“ 
he concluded. “Providing the right cover 
crop can be grown for the task in hand 
and black-grass kept soundly asleep after 
it, we think the technique could be really 
valuable in improving heavy ground 
even where there are difficult grass weed 
populations.

“However, the proof of the pudding will 
be in securing sufficient immediate yield 
and input-saving benefit to more than 
cover the cost of both the extra seed and 
time costs involved. The extent to which 
this is possible remains to be seen.” 
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Specialising in bread wheat for 
more than 30 years, the father & 
son partnership and their Agrii 

agronomist, David Vine have driven 
this performance improvement by 
progressively introducing precision 
technologies across their 400 ha business. 

“We’ve always made the full milling 
specification with our Group 1’s and were 
averaging around 10 t/ha from first and 
8 t/ha from second wheats in our wheat/
wheat/rape rotation,” Richard explained. 
“But our performance had definitely 
plateau’d and we were looking to give it 
an extra edge. At the same time, black-
grass was beginning to rear its ugly head 
in places and we had a suspicion that P 
levels might be becoming limiting.”

To get an accurate assessment of actual 
variations in soil type and P&K status an 
80 ha block of four fields was SoilQuest 
conductivity scanned in 2009. Despite 
regular soil sampling showing P&K indices 
of 2 in most fields, this revealed 20-30% of 
many with P & K indices of 1, while other 
parts were indexing 3 or more.

“SoilQuest really highlighted the 
inadequacies of traditional field soil 
sampling and arbitrary grid-based 
mapping systems,” stressed David Vine.

Having discovered the true extent of their 
soil variations, the Woods invested in an 
Amazone spreader with variable rate 
capability in 2010. At the same time, they 
had Agrii scan and soil sample the rest of 
the farm. Since then they’ve cut all P&K 
from their liquid fertiliser regime and been 
variably applying both automatically to 
SoilQuest management zones.

“We’ve already more than paid for the 
mapping and sampling by the saving 
over the blanket P&K dressing we’d 
otherwise have needed,” Richard 
Wood pointed out. “More importantly, 
re-sampling last autumn showed our 
indices were consistently 2s and 3s across 
every zone. So, we’ve clearly been able 
to concentrate our applications where 
they’re needed rather than waste them 
where they aren’t.”

Seeing how well the management zones 
reflected their own knowledge of the fields 
– and old field boundaries, in particular – 
gave the Woods the faith to take the next 
step into precision by moving to variable 
seed rates for all their wheat in 2012. 

Every season, Richard and David now sit 

down with the field maps and create their 

seed plans, based on an average sowing 

rate for the conditions and sowing date, 

with management zone rates adjusted up 

or down by up to 20%. 

“Variable seed rates have been our 

biggest step forward,” reported David. 

“They’ve really helped ensure more 

consistent establishment. Automatically 

upping the seed rate on difficult areas of 

each field and where we most need to out-

compete slugs and black-grass is giving 

us far more even and uniform crops with 

none of those tell-tale gappy patches.”

“For us precision agronomy is all about 

combining our understanding of the farm 

with David’s expertise and technical 

know-how in targeting our inputs better 

and better in both space and time to 

boost yields and reduce costs per tonne,” 

Richard concluded. 

IMPROVING PRECISION

Driving quality  
wheat progress
Increasing precision has allowed Tom and Richard Wood to build on their quality wheat 
growing record at Walmer Farm, Hanbury near Bromsgrove in Worcestershire, increasing 
average yields by around 0.5 t/ha and reducing costs per tonne.

+ “Precision agronomy has really 
helped us tackle these challenges. 
Last year we averaged 10.1 t/ha 
over the weighbridge across our 
first and second wheats while 
continuing to make the full 
milling spec. We also brought in 
an average 5 t/ha from our winter 
OSR. So we’re clearly making 
good progress.”

   TAKE-HOME POINT 

+ “The more we take advantage 
of the precision technologies we 
consider right for us, the more 
benefits we’re finding from them. 
And they’re making the closer 
working with our agronomist we 
consider vital to our future so much 
easier and more productive.”

   TAKE-HOME POINT 

“SoilQuest really highlighted the 
inadequacies of traditional field 
soil sampling and arbitrary grid-
based mapping systems.”

Father and son team, Tom (left) and Richard Wood

David Vine

Richard Wood at the controls of his Challenger 
sprayer 3
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AGRII AT A GLANCE

Working for you

  R&D sites

  iFarm location

  Weather stations

  Distribution depots

  Seed plants Agronomy Research

Investing more than £1million 
every year in R&D enables 
Agrii to keep farmers up to 
date with the latest methods of 
profitable production.

Seed Processing

Four state of the art Master Seeds 
processing plants and a fleet of 
mobile units ensure our customers 
crops get the best possible start. 

Input Technologies

Access to the latest seed, crop 
protection and nutrition inputs, all 
supported with a logistics service 
that sets the standard in the industry 
and ensures “farming on time”.

Farm Business 
Consultancy 

Our Farm Business consultants 
complete the Agrii offer, 
providing a full suite of services 
from strategic planning to 
environmental stewardship. Soil Quest 

Field scanning, satellite technology 
and soil sampling are used to create 
detailed Soil Survey Maps which 
allow more precise agronomic 
decisions and techniques.

Connecting Agri-science  
with farming 

Agrii harnesses the power of skilled 
agronomists and the best intelligence 
to deliver unrivalled expertise and 
support for sustainable and profitable 
farming systems in the UK.

Local Support
Wherever you are, whatever you farm, Agrii 
has more to offer:

+ 5 Technology Centres, 55,000 Trial plots 
across the UK: representing all regions and 
crops, 400 Replicated Trials nationally

+ 28 demonstration iFarms: putting R&D  
into practice

+ 166 weather stations
+ 44 local offices
+ Integrated support from 300 agronomists
+ All tailored to meet your specific needs
+ Supporting over 1.4m Ha of farming

Agrii UK 
Coverage

UK Weather Station 
Network 

Our ADCON weather stations 
process weather data to forecast 
pest and disease pressure and 
allow more accurate decision 
making on input applications.

Precision Agronomy 

Our national network of 300 highly 
trained agronomists who tailor the 
latest research and technology into 
individual farm situations.

Decision Support Services

Agrii’s suite of 21st century agronomy tools 
for accessing and interpreting data to fine 
tune input use and improve the bottom line.   

£1M

iFarms – Knowledge 
transfer 

This network of 28 working 
farms across the UK – Agrii 
customers – allows farmers to 
view, and discuss, the latest 
agronomic innovations.

28
ADCON
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IMPROVING PRECISION

I nstead, Guy Shelby, his father Chris 
and brother David have been working 
closely with their Agrii team to drive 

fundamental change across their arable 
business. 

Working with Agrii agronomist, Billy 
Hosdell, Guy had the whole farm SoilQuest 
conductivity scanned, sampled and 
mapped in the autumn of 2012, having 
found the two fields scanned earlier 
as a trial exactly matched his father’s 
experience with the land.

“Variable application to the SoilQuest 
zones saved a good 20 tonnes of P&K in 
the first year alone,” reported Billy. “It also 
persuaded us to concentrate pig muck 
applications on land further away from 
the farm. And this past autumn, using 
the mapping we’ve been able to justify a 
valuable cost-saving P&K holiday for 40% 
of the land.

“We experimented with variable seed 
rates in 2013. By adjusting wheat rates 
up and down by 10% we were able to 
achieve exactly the same plant counts 
across the difficult heavy parts of one 
field as we did across its sandy areas. 
Needing no further convincing, we 
drilled all the seed at variable rates last 
autumn. Even conventional oilseed rape 
drilled down to 40 seeds/m2 in places 
and well into September established 
evenly to develop an impressively well-
structured stand.”

As least as much credit for the noticeably 
more consistent establishment now being 
achieved across Benningholme Grange 
has to go to the Mzuri Pro-Til 3T drill 
Guy acquired after much investigation 
in 2013.

“Purpose-built for heavy clay, the 
strip till drill puts the starter fertiliser 
in exactly the right place in the profile 
and really delivers the goods in super 
emergence across all our crops,” 
stressed Guy. “As well as helping 
us restrict black-grass germination, 
retain moisture and encourage worm 
activity and soil structure by leaving 
undisturbed crop residues on the surface 
between sub-surface tilled rows, it 
has enabled us to halve our wheat 
establishment costs.”

Until recently the vast majority of the 
farm’s cereals were winter-sown barn 
fillers. But this season fully 93 ha is down 

to spring varieties. With the assistance 
of Agrii seed specialist, Matt Richardson 
too, the family is increasingly now 
growing for quality markets.

“Where black-grass is manageable we’re 
continuing to sow from mid-September, 
using Grafton which always performs 
well here together with Revelation for 
its excellent disease scores,” said Matt. 
“We’re currently keeping a close eye 
on equally productive and Septoria-
resistant KWS Lili and Skyfall at our local 
Danthorpe iFarm for the coming autumn. 

“Later autumn drilling really isn’t 
possible on most of the ground. So where 
drilling needs to be held back for extra 
black-grass control we’ve decided to do 
so until March. As malting barley is out 
here and we don’t want too much feed 
barley at current values, we’ve put  
60 ha into a quality spring wheat this 
year for the first time with a Mulika 
contract through Glencore.”

“We need to change to be sustainable 
here,” concluded Guy. “With the 
changes we’ve made in the past three 
years, in particular, we’re looking to 
push our performance and drive our 
cost/tonne as low as we can. At the 
same time, by bringing together the 
best possible agronomy, variety and 
market understanding and research 
support, Billy, Matt and I are intent on 
building the greatest resilience into our 
arable regime.” 

Rising to the challenge 
of change
More of the same is not an option for the Shelby family in their 340 ha combinable crop 
enterprise at Benningholme Grange Farm in the heart of Holderness. Not least with the 
headache of difficult black-grass, a sizeable area of challenging ‘carr’ land and commodity 
prices showing no signs of early recovery.

+ Precision agronomy is ensuring 
increasingly well-targeted 
and cost-effective input use; 
strip tillage is transforming 
establishment and dramatically 
reducing fixed costs; and, greater 
reliance on spring cropping and 
better all-round variety choice is 
adding invaluable agronomic and 
marketing flexibility.

   TAKE-HOME POINT 

The Shelby family Black-grass
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While the highest 
commercial OSR gross 

outputs are more essential than ever 
with today’s financial pressures, he is 
adamant that reliable output without 
unnecessary inputs is every bit as 
important. And in these respects he 
insists the highest gross output-rated 
varieties don’t necessarily deliver  
the goods.

“HOLL rape apart, the sheer number of 
winter OSR varieties coming forward 
today – no less than 60 in this year’s NL2 
trials – means there’s more than enough 

output potential to choose from without 
running the risk of growing anything with 
a stem canker or light leaf spot resistance 
score of four or less. 

“Light leaf spot is now a significant risk 
well beyond its traditional northern 
heartland and we’re seeing growing 
problems with triazole resistance. To such 
an extent that the days when the disease 
could be controlled by a single fungicide 
spray are long gone in most cases. This 
makes the sort of resistance long insisted 
upon in northern varieties every bit as 
important elsewhere.”

In addition to insisting on strict minimum 
standards for phoma stem canker and 
light leaf spot resistance as MasterSeeds 
do, David Leaper urges growers to choose 
varieties with the highest oil contents. 

He points out that, unlike yield, 
differences in oil percentage are 
relatively stable between varieties. So 
those which derive more of their gross 
output from higher oil contents carry 
noticeably less performance risk.

“Varieties without sufficient stem 
strength to resist lodging under all 
but the most extreme environmental 

pressures are best avoided,” he added. 
“As are those which mature overly late 
or are excessively tall if you want the 
most timely, rapid and trouble-free 
harvesting.

“Pod shatter resistance is a character 
which can be very valuable in avoiding 
losses and reducing volunteer problems 
in many cases. Club root resistance is 
especially useful in areas with a long 
history of brassica growing. And the 
Clearfield character allows OSR to 
be grown successfully despite serious 
issues with cruciferous weeds.

“With managing agronomic risk such 
a key imperative in oilseed rape 
production today,  everyone should be 
choosing varieties as much for their 
merit in the most important characters 
for their growing conditions as for gross 
output ratings,” concluded David Leaper.

“All the more so since there is little or 
no significant difference between the 
gross outputs of the top 10 varieties on 
the Recommended List and almost any 
variety currently in UK testing has more 
than enough genetic potential to deliver 
farm yields comfortably above 5 t/ha.” 

SUPPORTING DECISION MAKING

+ “We’re now directing over 40% 
of our annual UK R&D effort into 
genetics and seed to provide a 
far greater depth of information 
on varieties and how best to grow 
them as well as identifying and 
bringing forward exciting new 
market-led growing opportunities.”

   TAKE-HOME POINT 

+ “We select MasterSeeds varieties 
objectively on their all-round merit 
in our trials rather than just gross 
output,” David Leaper stressed. 
“This is because we know that, 
regardless of their output potential, 
varieties with insufficient 
agronomic strength can suffer 
very badly in commercial practice. 
Either that or cost far too much to 
bring to a reasonable harvest.

   TAKE-HOME POINT 

“V aluable as it is, for many 
growers the Recommended 
List doesn’t go far enough 

for the best variety decision-making,” 
Agrii head of technology and services, 
Clare Bend told visitors at a recent iFarm 
meeting. “Certainly not at a time when 
progress in genetics and seed is becoming 
increasingly more essential to productivity 
and profitability gains than developments 
in agro-chemistry.

“More accurate, informative and timely 
disease resistance ratings is a key output 
of the comprehensive National Cereal 
Disease Survey we’ve established over 
the past year. Our pioneering work on 
black-grass management at Stow Longa 
is providing unique weed competitiveness 

ratings for every leading and up-and-

coming variety too. And our extended 

Coordinated Growing Systems (COGS) 

trials pulling varieties apart under 

challenging conditions at sites across the 

country is allowing us to include more 

accurate information and advice on 

lodging resistance, sowing dates, second 

wheat suitability and stress tolerance, 

amongst other characteristics.”

Every bit as importantly, Clare Bend 

pointed out that the new variety decision-

making tool is being developed on a 

regional basis so growers can be confident 

they have the best local intelligence 

on which to base their growing and 

management decisions.

Available to growers through their Agrii 

agronomists, the planner also goes well 

beyond wheats on the Recommended List 

at any one time to include both varieties 

that continue to have value in some parts of 

the country despite no longer being listed 

nationally and those with special regional 

value for characteristics like Septoria 

resistance and straw yield that may never 

have made it to the RL. What is more, it is 

progressively being developed for other 

cereals and oilseed rape.

“Recognising how crucial the 
right information in the right 
form at the right time is to 
growers, we are supporting 
the development of our variety 
planner with major additional 
investments in data analysis, 
forecasting, presentation and 
delivery as part of our rapidly 
expanding portfolio of decision 
support services,” Clare Bend 
concluded. 

Selecting OSR on all-round merit
Growers wishing to gain the greatest value from their ‘double low’ oilseed 
rape at the least risk need to look well beyond simple gross output ratings in 
their variety choice, advises Agrii seed technical specialist, David Leaper.

Clare Bend

Better variety 
understanding
Clare Bend, Agrii Head of 
Technology and Services outlines 
a new approach to variety 
decision making.
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BUILDING FOR THE FUTURE

Appreciating 
our most 
precious asset 
– the soil 

Rising to the challenge  
of a new agronomy

A far better understanding of soil 
variations than most sampling systems 
permit is essential to improving arable 
cropping performance and resilience, 
argues Agrii head of Precision 
Services, John Lord.

Farm agronomy is at an exciting crossroads offering tremendous 
opportunities for those providing far more strategic and complete 
support than ever before, believes leading Eastern Counties Agrii 
agronomist, Paul Foster. 

MANAGING RESOURCES

+ “The greatest resolution can be 
obtained at the least expense by 
GPS-based sampling across field 
zones previously identified as 
broadly similar through electrical 
conductivity scanning or by using 
satellite imagery to identify soil 
variation. This approach allows 
sampling to be targeted to give the 
best possible understanding of soil 
variations across each field.

   TAKE-HOME POINT “Yield mapping can identify 
the major in-field variations 
that bear much of the 

responsibility for the performance 

plateau we’ve seen in commercial crop 

production over the past 10-15 years,” 

he stressed. “But it tells us nothing about 

the key limiting factors causing these 

variations. Nor how we can best and most 

cost-effectively address them. 

“To do this we need to really understand 

our most precious asset – the soil – and its 

incredible spatial variability. For which a 

traditional sample per hectare is nowhere 

near enough in most cases. And more 

samples taken more widely are also of little 

value unless they adequately reflect the 

variation of the soil in question.” 

In theory, Mr Lord explains that in most 

cases around 200 samples/ha would be 

required on a simple grid-based system to 

be sure of obtaining a sufficiently accurate 

picture of soil variation. But as this would 

be prohibitively expensive, an alternative 

approach is required to balance resolution 

and affordability. 

“As well as sufficient resolution 
through ‘intelligent sampling’ we 
need the right degree of accuracy 
in our soil analyses,” he insisted. 
“Laboratory laser texture analysis 
gives us a precise breakdown of 
particle size distribution for each 
field zone with major implications 
for fertilisation, seed rate, liming 
strategy, compaction risk, slug and 
black-grass threats and spring N 
responsiveness, amongst other 
management essentials.”

Alongside such greater soil understanding, 
Mr Lord sees equally exciting cropping 
improvement opportunities from better use 
of a growing range of other performance 
and environmental data. 

“Yield mapping and other historic 
information effectively integrated over 
several years offers us the best basis for 
future planning,” he noted. “Soil probes 
providing up-to-the minute information 
on moisture levels and remote sensing 
devices capturing real-time intelligence 
on crop growth and condition before they 
become evident to the naked eye will really 
improve our timeliness. And increasingly 
sophisticated disease and pest forecasting 
from local weather station data will do 
much to ensure the most cost-effective 
targeting of our crop protection efforts.

“However sophisticated we become in 
doing this, though, everything will depend 
on having sufficient understanding of 
our soils, so we can manage them to the 
best and most sustainable effect. More 
than anything else, investing in this 
understanding has to be the key to future 
faming success.” 

Responsible for the best part of 20,000 acres of combinable 
cropping for Agrii customers across north Hertfordshire, 
north Essex and south Cambridgeshire, Paul has seen the 

way he works with his growers change out of all recognition in his 
24 years in the business, with the pace of this change accelerating 
markedly in the past five.

“More acres to manage with fewer men and machines means 
time is critically lacking on most farms these days,” he pointed out. 
“Not only that, but almost all the officially-provided research and 
advisory support everyone used to rely on has gone by the board, 
while the margin for management error has become very much 
smaller, if not non-existent, in many cases. 
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BUILDING FOR THE FUTURE

+ This means growers need the most 
joined-up production support they 
can get through someone they can 
trust. Someone they can rely on 
for strategic planning as well as 
immediate technical know-how. 
Someone who can provide them 
with the reliable research-based 
advice and product supply they 
need for the best possible results. 
And someone who is able to be 
their eyes and ears beyond the 
farm gate as much as in the field.

   TAKE-HOME POINT + “Backed by this sort of 
comprehensive support, 
increasingly our role is to bring 
everything together to help our 
growers plan and manage their 
crop production in the strategic 
way that will deliver the best, 
most cost-effective and, above 
all, sustainable rewards in an 
increasingly uncertain and 
volatile world.”

   TAKE-HOME POINT 

+ “As we’ve shown at Bishop Burton, 
though, the right approach 
can make the whole business 
of farming really attractive to 
youngsters once more, creating a 
vital ladder of opportunity for them 
and for the farming businesses 
that will depend upon them.”

   TAKE-HOME POINT 

“Add in the vital extra need to ensure 
‘compliance’ across our farming, manage 
a declining chemical arsenal in the 
face of growing resistance and take 
the greatest possible advantage of an 
increasing array of crop production and 
marketing technologies and tools, and the 
whole business has become hugely more 
complex and demanding of both time and 
knowledge.”

Paul Foster stresses that more and more 
growers have neither the time nor the 
inclination to deal with a range of different 

specialists, resolve conflicting product 
claims and advice, or be the guinea pigs 
for new input or equipment technologies. 
Instead, they need to be free to concentrate 
on other key elements of their businesses, 
like crop marketing, fixed cost planning 
and managing other on and off-farm 
enterprises.

While he has no doubt that the agronomists 
of the future need to be very much more 
than the field walkers of the past, Paul is 
convinced they cannot possibly take on this 
far wider and more demanding role alone. 
Instead, he sees the way ahead being as a 
co-ordinator of all the essential components 
rather than sole provider.

“As crop management co-ordinators, we 
have to have a far higher level of support 
behind us than has been the norm in our 
industry to date,” he reasoned. “Rather 
than superficial field trials focused on 
individual inputs, for instance, my growers 
and I particularly appreciate having 
access to a leading research network that 
highlights the most effective products and 
systems to use and ways of using them for 
the greatest commercial value.

“We also value being able to call on the 
expertise of in-house seed, nutrition, 
precision farming, compliance and crop 

marketing specialists whenever we 

need them to help us take advantage of 

every opportunity for improvement. And, 

with timeliness and flexibility in crop 

management more important than almost 

anything these days, the knowledge that 

the inputs we specify will be delivered 

when and where we want them is crucial.”

“That’s where I see the modern agronomist 

of the future standing apart from the 

traditional crop protection specialist of 

the past, and why I find working where 

I do today so full of excitement and 

opportunity.” 

Developing young talents
Investing sufficiently in an enthusiastic and well-informed new generation of farmers, 
managers, workers and advisers across the country is, Bishop Burton College principal, 
Jeanette Dawson insists, more essential than ever in today’s fast-moving world.

Not content with transforming land-
based education in Yorkshire over 
the past 12 years, she and her 

Bishop Burton team are moving ahead with 
determination to replicate their success in 
the agricultural heartland of Lincolnshire. 
Three years on from taking over the 
running of Riseholme College, they will 
be opening the first phase of a brand new 
10-acre campus with a particular focus 
on precision agriculture at the adjacent 
Lincolnshire showground later this year.

As one of our premier farming counties, 
Lincolnshire deserves to be treated as the 
precious jewel it is, Mrs Dawson told more 
than 250 arable growers and advisers at a 
special Agrii conference at the showground 
exploring how best to cope with the 
challenges facing British farming. 

“Agriculture and agri-business is a vital 
component of Lincolnshire’s economy, 

contributing some £2.5 billion/year,” 
she pointed out. “Its future depends on 
attracting and retaining young people 
with talent and enthusiasm. Yet, despite its 
impressive heritage and dedicated staff, 
like many other rural areas, agricultural 
education in the county has suffered from 
serious under-investment in recent years. 
So it’s hardly surprising the sector has been 
failing to compete effectively for the young 
talent it needs.

The key to achieving this, Mrs Dawson 
is adamant, lies in building active 
partnerships with forward-thinking 
businesses and organisations to 

provide better facilities and educational 
opportunities, continually expose students 
to the sharp-end of food and farming, and 
set them firmly on the road with the best 
possible career paths.

At the same time, of course, such 
partnership working ensures the 
education they receive continues to be as 
appropriate as it can be to the changing 
needs of local and national employers 
and the skills they require.

“Hosting Agrii’s new Northern Technology 
Centre at Bishop Burton, for instance, gives 
our students access to 30 ha of research 
and development into the most productive 
varieties, crop nutrition and protection 
approaches and agronomic systems 
focused firmly on the needs of northern 
growers,” said Jeanette Dawson. 

“As well as ensuring our educational 
work, not to mention commercial farming, 
continues to be closely aligned to the 
best of modern arable thinking, this is a 
superb resource for hands-on agronomy 
practical’s and dissertation topics. 

“In just the same way, with Agrii and the 
Lincolnshire Agricultural Society amongst 
other key partners, we intend to make the 
new Riseholme campus a major platform 
for developing and hub for exchanging 
knowledge and skills in precision 
agriculture, in particular,” she explained.  

Paul Foster
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TAKING RESPONSIBILITY

+ “We’re always looking to do 
everything just that little bit better. 
Whether it’s employing varieties 
Agrii research shows to be far 
more resilient; using auto-steer 
for more precise cultivations; 
employing Gatekeeper for 
more efficient field-recording 
and communication with our 
agronomist; or improving our crop 
marketing with impartial advice 
from Agrii specialists.”

   TAKE-HOME POINT 

+ “Working with a single integrated 
supplier has become as important 
to us as keeping all our main kit 
within warranty. We need to keep 
our whole business as simple as we 
can. Just like our clients, we want 
a specialist partner we rate and 
trust to help us do the things we 
haven’t got the time or expertise to 
do ourselves.”

   TAKE-HOME POINT 

Continuous contract improvement 
drives arable expansion
Over the past seven years, the Fraser family have grown their arable enterprise on the 
Dorset/Wiltshire border from 200 to over 1200 ha (3000 acres) through a single-minded 
commitment to continuous improvement.

A&R Fraser continues to be run as a 
determinedly family business by 
Andy, his wife Ros and sons George 

and Jonny from Braeside Farm, Charlton 
near Shaftesbury. They do this with the 
support of an impressive fleet of modern 
machinery, just one full-time employee 
and fully-integrated Agrii agronomy, input 
supply and technical services. 

What’s more, with this successful recipe 
they’re set on pushing their cropped area 
beyond 1500 ha with additional arable 
contracts over the coming year or so.

“We don’t have a fixed formula for our 
contracts,” explained Andy who took on 
the family’s first arable agreement in 2000 

alongside the local contracting services 
he and Ros had developed from the late 
1980s. “Instead, we work with our clients 
in whatever way suits them best – from 
stubble-to-stubble contracts right through 
to share-farming.

“We also work closely with them to achieve 
the very most from their land while 
building firmly for the future in just the 
same way we farm our own ground. 

 “We don’t run a single fixed rotation round 
our different contracted farms in blocks 
either. Instead, because we farm as much 
for our clients as for ourselves we run 
individual rotations geared to the capacity 
and needs of each farm. 

Eldest son, George Fraser who works 
closely with agronomist, Todd Jex in all 
aspects of crop planning and management 
stresses they are becoming increasingly 
selective in the varieties they grow as well 
as managing them as precisely as possible 
for the lowest cost/tonne. 

“Septoria was a huge challenge for us with 
the Solstice we grew as our main milling 
wheat in 2014,” he explained. “We brought 
in some decent 10 t/ha plus yields, but it 
was a real struggle to keep clean – and 
not cheap either. Having seen how much 
better Crusoe performed alongside Solstice 
in AgriiFocus trials, we’ve been taking full 
advantage of its extra disease resistance 
as our main winter wheat this time around.

“On seed specialist, Dorian Jones’ advice 
too, we’ve drilled Xi19 into a substantial 
area of grassland ploughed up this spring 
on a farm that’s just gone out of dairying. It 
gives us a timely heavy-land opportunity 
to get decent yields and a valuable milling 
premium at a very favourable cost.

“In every aspect of our agronomy, Todd 
and I are continually identifying areas 
in which we can make improvements for 
ourselves and our clients,” he added.

With their contract farming operations 
spread out across such a large area and 
time so critical in everything they do, 
Andy Fraser insists that it’s crucial to have 
the right products in each of their three 
chemical stores exactly when they’re 
needed. As well as the access they get to 
the best research-based crop intelligence 

George Fraser

Dorian Jones, George Fraser, Todd Jex & Andrew Fraser

Andrew Fraser

and specialist advice on every area of 

modern arable management, this makes 

them really appreciate the first class 

logistics of Agrii’s joined-up advice and 

supply service.

“With arable farming so complex and 

finely balanced, we have to ensure 

every aspect of our crop production is as 

well-planned, structured, budgeted and 

managed as it can be,” Andy concluded. 

“These days, in particular, we simply can’t 

afford nasty surprises.” 
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ENCOURAGING INNOVATIONRURAL COMMUNITY CHAMPIONS PROJECT

+ With two stages, four tanks and 
a reliance on bugs, it’s much like 
a cow’s stomach,” said Charlie 
Booth. “So, much like a cow you 
have to feed it the right diet to keep 
it well and producing efficiently. 
And, much like a cow, it can get 
sick and cause you all sorts of 
problems if you don’t keep feeding 
it right.”

   TAKE-HOME POINT 

Back to the future  
with Yorkshire AD
Just under a year on from the commissioning of one of 
the first major farm anaerobic digestion plants in West 
Yorkshire and 15 years after they first set out to develop 
it, brothers Charlie and Alaric Booth are re-learning the 
art of cattle feeding at Smeathalls Farm, Knottingley. 

What’s more, with hundreds of 
farm plants being developed 
across the country, their 

experience and the feedstock trial 
work being undertaken with Agrii on 
the Brotherton iFarm they host will be 
invaluable in ensuring growers make the 
very most of the AD opportunity.

“We last had cattle on the farm in the late 
‘Eighties,” explained Alaric. “Since then we 
have been entirely stock free. With wheat 
prices on the floor at barely £60 in the early 
2000s, we started looking into AD to give us 
a far better and more stable long-term base 
for our farming.

“Ironically, by the time we’d found what 
we wanted and agreed our ‘20-year 
service with an option to buy’ contract 
with Qila Energy wheat prices were up to 
around £200/t. But it was this very volatility 
we were keen to escape from: something 
recent market developments have 
certainly underlined.”

So it was that the £3 million+, 499kWe Snow 
Leopard plant designed to run from 120 
ha of home-grown feedstock came into 
operation last September. 

“Being designed for Germany, our plant 
is happiest living on maize – which we 
can’t grow on most of our land up here. 
So, with Philip Marr, our agronomist Sam 
Patchett and the Agrii team we’ve been 
experimenting with a range of feedstocks 
matched to our land. 

“We’ve been growing as much maize as 
we can and at the moment a diet of energy 
beet and grass silage with a small amount 

of chicken litter topped up every couple of 
days is giving us a good steady output of 
the right gas mix.”

With only 120-130 acres of land light enough 
to grow either beet or maize, however, this 
mix is far from ideal for the farm. So it is 
currently being adapted with the inclusion 
of both wholecrop and forage rye.

Despite a series of frustrating teething 
problems restricting operation and 
efficiency, to the Booth brothers’ delight 
their plant delivered the best part of 1.5 
million KWh to the electricity grid from only 
3000t of feedstock in its first nine months.

“AD is giving us the stable platform we 
need to plan a future free from arable and 
livestock market volatilities,” concluded 
Charlie. “We’ve got a huge amount more 
to learn. But, with Agrii’s R&D support and 
advice, we’re confident of making the most 
of the new opportunities we have here. 
And most importantly, we’re really excited 
about our farming again.”  

There’s a lot growers need to learn 
about both producing and using 
rye and beet as well as maize 
for AD, stresses Agrii consultant, 
Philip Marr. 

“We’ve also got to understand how 
best to integrate energy crops into 
the rotation to fit other needs like 
black-grass control,” he pointed 
out. “Also how to produce them as 
economically as possible within 
existing resources and workloads, 
and where and how to most 
effectively utilise the digestate.

“Far more people putting-up plants 
today need to really think through 
the agronomic and management 
implications that will be the 
difference between the long-term 
success and failure of farm AD. The 
latest Agri-intelligence Insight Report 
on Anaerobic Digestion for Arable 
Agriculture provides valuable 
guidance on doing just this.”

Philip Marr with the Booth brothers

In January this year we launched 
a project to find the UK’s Rural 
Community Champions. We asked the 

farming community and general public 
to send in their nominations as part of 
a nationwide campaign to identify and 
celebrate the people who make a real 
difference to the rural communities in 
which they live and work. The project 
was run in conjunction with the Farming 
Community Network, a charity supported 
by Agrii, which provides guidance to 
farming families in times of crisis. 

We received a huge number of 
nominations overall, which were shortlisted 
to 20 local winners. An independent 
judging panel then whittled down these 
local winners to three finalists – one from 
each of the Agrii regions: North, West and 
East. Agrii customers and visitors to our 
summer events at Stow Longa, Culbokie, 
Bishop Burton, AgriiFocus and Stafford, 
were then asked to vote on their favourite to 
be crowned the overall winner.

The final votes have now been tallied 
and we are delighted to announce that 
the Border Search and Rescue Unit 
(BSARU) is the overall winner – winning 
£1,000 to put towards its local work. Stuart 
Fuller-Shapcott, who is the team leader 
for BSARU and has volunteered with the 
team for 24 years, said: “We are absolutely 
delighted to have won this competition. All 
of our team members give up their time 
for fund raising, training and call-outs 
when needed, so they are very grateful to 
receive this acknowledgement. We now 
need to replace one of our 4x4 ambulances, 
at a cost of at least £50K, so every penny 
helps us towards this.”

“We have spent the last few weeks 
providing first aid cover at a large number 
of local events, so it’s fantastic to have this 
recognition from the public. On behalf of 
all the team, we would like to sincerely 
thank everybody who voted for us.”

Mark Thomas, Agrii’s Head of Marketing 
said: “We would like to congratulate 
BSARU on its very deserving win - they 
are true Rural Community Champions! 
Both of the runner’s up were also very 
commendable finalists and we hope they 
continue their outstanding community 
work. We would also like to thank our 
customers for taking the time to vote at 
our iFarm events. We had an excellent 
overall response to our Rural Community 
Champions competition and it’s clear to see 
that there are many people making a big 
difference to their communities. ”

Border Search and Rescue Unit
Stuart Fuller-Shapcott and his team of volunteers all freely give up their time to 
serve others in need. Police Scotland rely heavily on them as a resource to search  
for missing people in the challenging rural terrain.

Nominated by: Brian MacFarlane

David Jones

David is the Farm Manager at Morley 
Farms in Norfolk, who uses his passion, 
enthusiasm and endless energy to 
promote agriculture to children and the 
general public.

Nominated by: Jon Brooks

Lingen Community Broadband

A group of volunteers who have 
provided a communication lifeline to 
their local community – giving them 
access to fast broadband, when others 
thought it wasn’t possible.

Nominated by: Theresa Jones

You can find out more about the three 
finalists, and all of the local winners on 
the Agrii website at: www.agrii.co.uk/
community champions. The project was 
also supported by Suzuki, who provided 
merchandise for all of the winners.

We’d like to extend our congratulations to 
all of the winners, and to thank everybody 
who made nominations and voted at our 
summer events. 

The votes 
are in!
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AGRII RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT CONNECT WITH AGRII

Did you know...
As an Agrii customer you have the reassurance that your 
agronomist’s advice and support is backed by the industry’s most 
innovative agronomic research and development programme in 
the UK.

We do this work so our customers can stretch the productivity 
of their hectares, optimise the economics of crop growing, stay 
abreast of the latest technologies and farm efficiently and 
sustainably for the future.

Every year we invest more than £1million in R&D to ensure that our 
skilled Agrii agronomists are always equipped with, and can swiftly 
communicate, the most up to date intelligence and expertise. 

You can see the scope and depth of our work opposite. If you 
would like to learn more, speak to your usual Agrii contact or visit 
our website for forthcoming iFarm events – our network of local 
knowledge transfer sites. 

Agrii working for you

5  TECHNOLOGY CENTRES

55,000  
TRIAL PLOTS across the UK:  
representing all regions and crops

400 REPLICATED  
TRIALS NATIONALLY

28 DEMONSTRATION iFARMS: 
putting R&D into practice

+ R&D experts qualified to the highest 
ORETO standards

+ Collaborations with key industry 
partners: ADAS, AHDB, plant 
breeders, crop protection 
manufacturers, machinery experts, 
academic bodies

Thank you for reading this edition 
of Growing Matters. We hope you 
found it useful. 
Please note that the content within this document does not represent 
advice, which should always be tailored to local situations. Please 
speak to your adviser for more detailed information on any of the 
topics covered.

Thank you

Connect with the Agri-intelligence 
network
If you would like to learn more about Agrii, we invite you to 
connect with us in any of the following ways:

+ Via our Agronomy and advisory teams – we have 300 
agronomists throughout the UK who can advise on all 
aspects of modern crop production, and also seed and 
nutrition specialists.

+ At an Agrii iFarm event – we have 28 locations where, 
in conjunction with our host farmers, we demonstrate the 
latest technologies and production techniques. Lively events 
provide an opportunity to meet other farmers and quiz 
industry experts.

+ On AgriiPlus – a comprehensive information database 
available to our agronomy customers (more details from your 
Agrii agronomist).

+ At www.agrii.co.uk – for more information, to check your 
local contacts or to ask us a question. Visit regularly for news 
and details of our events.

+ On Twitter – @AgriiUK – for regular updates.

+ Sign up for our email newsletters – eBulletin is a monthly 
update or eJournal for news and information relevant to  
your region.

+ Speak to our Customer Services Team – with any queries on 
0845 6073322

2014/15 Insights
Report 

No.
Subject Covering Date available

1
Getting second wheat crops to perform  
– a management guide.

Variety, seed rate, nutrition, seed treatments, fungicides, PGRs May 2014

2
Beating blackgrass – findings from our  
Stow Longa integrated control experiment.

Cultivations, crops, varieties, application, seed treatments,  
crop protection

June 2014

3
Kicking off Winter oilseed rape establishment 
– encouraging a rapid start.

Variety & cultivation choice, coping without neonics, starter 
fertilisers

July 2014

4
Future technologies – how innovation in 
decision support can help.

Use of weather station technology, disease & pest forecasting 
systems, variable seed rates, soil scanning / zoning to include 
case studies

September 2014

5
Micro nutrition of crops – why is it important 
and how should it be targeted?

Review of what each element does, what it is needed for and 
complimented by our own results

October 2014

6
Understanding adjuvant technology  
– does it deliver?

Why do we need adjuvants? Where are they most likely to deliver 
a benefit?

November 2014

7 Integrated management of wheat diseases. 
Resistance, the challenges and opportunities. Data from the last 
few years on cost/ benefit.

March 2015

8
Cover cropping and  
what it offers.

Understanding what cover crops offer and how to get the most  
out of them.

June 2015

9
A guide to anaerobic digestion – getting the 
most from feed-in crops.

A review of AD and feed-in crops. September 2015

Agri-intelligence  
Insights from Agrii.
Agrii is producing a series of project reports designed to spotlight 
the latest research and thinking relating to a number of key 
agronomic challenges that our agronomists and customers face 
on farm.

Written by Agrii specialists and populated with findings from 
our own trials and third party research work, the guides will 
signpost practical solutions to improve the physical and financial 
performance of crops.

TWO VERSIONS OF THE GUIDE ARE AVAILABLE:

FULL REPORT – a more detailed version, containing greater 
insight and information, available to Agrii advisers to share  
with their agronomy customers. Please consult your agronomist.

OVERVIEW REPORT – an executive summary version,  
containing general insight into the subject area, available to all. 

Look out for your copy, or email us on info@agrii.co.uk  
to request a copy.
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West –Andoversford

Cheltenham, GL54 4LZ,

Tel: 01242 821100  

East – Alconbury

The Crossways, Alconbury Hill, 
Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire, PE28 4JH. 
Tel: 01480 418000  

North – Perth 

Glenearn Road, Perth, PH2 0NL

Tel: 01738 623201

Registered Offices:
Agrii is the trading name of Masstock Arable (UK) Ltd. and United Agri Products Ltd.  
Registered office is Andoversford, Cheltenham, GL54 4LZ.


